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INTRODUCTION by Mohammed A. Mustafa

“The Ongoing,  Neverending  Story” was  an event that  was 
held  on  the  English  day   the  20– th of  April  2011   at  GUST  by  the–  
Contemporary  English  Club  C.E.C.  And  it  was  presented  by  the  club's 
President Yousef A.  Mustafa along with the Vice-President Amani Al-
Shoshan.

The story is a collaborative on-going fictional tale in which GUST 
students,  instructors,  and  visitors  have  participated  in  making  it  a 
success, each adding their own take on the story twisting it the way they 
see  fit.  It  began  simple,  but  with  every  participant  letting  their 
imagination run wild it became extremely interesting.  Some parts are 
realistic, while others are fantastic; some are tragic while others are 
comical.

This copy is an electronic version of the activity typed by Teacher 
Assistant Najebah Marafi.  Participants'  entries  are extracted from 
the rolls as quotations. Hence the grammatical and spelling mistakes are 
posted as they are. Even the coloring is the same! And also, it has been 
double-checked by yours truly and my brother for any errors,  making 
sure  the  electronic  version  is  identical  to  what  people  wrote  on  the 
scrolls.

Many thanks goes to all participants, especially GUST President, 
Prof.  Robert  Cook  who  have  spared  some  of  his  time  to  participate 
(Though he prefers to remain anonymous). Special thanks goes to those 
who stood with us most of the time offering assistance, especially Fawzia 
Al-Buloushi, Mohammed Al-Khamees, Yasmeen Aboulazz, and Bastaki.

The event was exceptionally flabbergasting. Signs of happiness on 
participants' faces were as clear as day, as well as the fact that we have 
creative minds at GUST. We hope you enjoy the story as much as we did :)

Mohammed A. Mustafa
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Part I

A young man of 21 woke up in the middle of nowhere. He found himself sitting on a 
bench at a bus stop. As he looked to both far ends of the road, he saw that the 
road went on and on, stretching across the horizon. He had no idea where he was, 
what he was waiting for on that bench, or even who he was. Then, unexpectedly, 
movement was viewable from where he stood. It appeared to be a bus coming his 
way. As it pulled over at the bus stop, the young man put his hands in his pockets in 
curiosity. He did not find either of what he had hoped to find, which were a wallet 
or an ID. However, he did find a bus ticket. It was odd, he thought, but regardless, 
he got on the bus and found, aside from the driver, a young lady in red, a large man 
sitting in the back, and a lot of empty seats. He decided to sit next to... 

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

The bus driver and there his journey began. “Your name sir?” “Well, actually... I 
don’t remember my name. You see, I was...um... sort of wondering if you can help 
me.” The bus driver was confused. He turned on the radio and continued to drive in 
dark rainy weather. Suddenly, the bus stopped and... 

(Amani Alshoshan)
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“Viva la revolution” could be heard coming from outside the bus. A crowd had 
gathered, teenagers, adults, kids roaming the streets, their faces painted with A 
sign and a circle around it  A .

(Fatemah Khalfain)

These kids had a board in their hands saying “we need democracy.” The guy later 
saw a board behind him showing the way to “Bahrain Airport.” He was shocked on 
seeing it. He then realized that he had come to Bahrain for conference and was 
waiting for the bus and slept.

(Sindhu Vasavi, 7252)

Afterwards, he dreamt about his girlfriend who went to GUST (No Shock there) 
and he realized that he never said goodbye. He then woke up. He was caught up in a 
protest where he was beaten to death. His girlfriend lived happily ever after with 
another man.

(TM 

=) )

However, the other man turned out to be... 
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

“The other man” he was a vampire He eat the girlfriend. Well, not exactly. And 
then she became a vampire too and his girlfriend

(Amal AlBloshi)

One year later, the vampire was in the forest where he found a “Pizza” tree.... he 
was so hungry & he had a slice of pizza. As a result, the vampire turned out to be a 
“Ninja”.......

(Aljazi and Fajer AlSenafi)

Suddenly, a knight on a black horse came. “Stop it!” he said. But our friend didn’t 
understand him. Stop what?!. Stop all this now. It is a cursed area.

(Heba :) )

“What?!” “What are you talking about?! A cursed area!!! Am I dreaming? Somebody 
tells me what is happening here. This is crazy.” “Sir, can you tell me where I am!”... 

(Esra’a Talal :) )
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Suddenly! Charlie Sheen appeared seemingly out of nowhere. He was engaged in a 
scuffle of vials of tiger bloods with Keifer Sutherland. Cries of “WINNING!!” 
were heard. And then heard... no more. Oh look! Pigfarts!

(Haleema Al Jazzaf)

Out nowhere Darth Vader appears and he told Charlie Sheen “you are NOT winning 
Charlie” Then he kills him.

(Abdulrahman Malek)

But he wasn’t really dead. He was hiding because Justin Beiber was trying to kiss 
him. He used his invisibility so Justin’s hair wouldn’t give him a disease.

(Dina Shamlawi)

You guys should know what you are writing in this great event. You should also see 
the underlying and surface structure or your participation on this great day 
“English Day at GUST.

(N. Chomsky)

Part II

The young woman who was on the bus earlier, appeared in front of him all dressed 
in black and in night vision goggles. She had followed him as she was a spy! 

(Yasmeen Aboulazz)

In her night vision goggles she actually mistook him to be the one from “Pitch 
Black” movie.

(Shiny Moncy)

No one could see the man with the dark heart lurking, looking for victims and 
stealing their hope. The mysterious woman with night vision goggles, Leigh, read his 
heart and pierced it with light.

(Dr.J)

AND the pizza guy came
(Mohammed. A)
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He didn’t bring a Margarita he brought a head on a platter, with a peach in its 
mouth. Leigh swooned, when she saw the pizza man!

(Dr.P)

Then she took the peach and she ate it
(Ahad)

He looked at what she did and fall in love with her.
(Farah)

When he told her that he loves her She vomited on his face because he was quite 
ugly.

(A. Ashatti)

But then she liked it and he became beautiful.
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

Although, That man was filled with sympathy and deep love
(Yousef Behbahani)

But unfortunately, his parents does not agree about their love because they don’t 
like pizza, they like MACHBOOS

(Badriya)

John then decided to abduct her and flee together to the wonderland enjoying 
their delicacies of forbidden fruits

(Dr.Y)

Unfortunately for them, there was a traffic jam on the Farwaniya expressway! 
(A.N)

Part III

Meanwhile, the bus driver tried to phone Leigh to tell her that she forgot goggles. 
But Leigh was...

(Yousef A. Mustafa)
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However, Leigh was not contactable. The reason behind that was because she was 
doing something irregular that the tele-communication provider had to suspend its 
service. While she was abducted and put into a cage, she was messing with her new 
nexus S - android phone; she was coding. The code seemed something like

import Android
while (1):
    Android.sendmessage(“Help!!!”, Jono Bacon)

which made infinite SMS’s to her friend Jono, the community manager of Ubuntu, 
until she went out of credit! Though no SMS’s had reached Jono.

(Mohammed A. Mustafa
Anxious Nut)

Little did Leigh know, Jono was thinking about her.
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

He tried calling Leigh, but her phone was off. Leigh never switch off her phone. So 
he thought of the places that Leigh usually go to. So he called her friend “Khawla” 
that have abnormal super power to help him save Leigh & then she did...

(Shaikha, Khawla)

But the fact is that Khawla was not a super hero, she was just the chef. Yes, it was 
not a cage, it was a chamber, they were at the restaurant - the place where the 
pizza guy works.

(Mohammed A. Mustafa)

They ate pizza with extra cheese on top, but it wasn’t tasty like when Haneen do it.
 (HANEEN) ;P

After eating two slices, everyone decided to do something CRAZY! Or maybe 
description would be childish... Leigh took a slice and shoved it into the pizza guy’s 
face... he answered her attack by dousing her with a cup of cola!

(Yasmeen Aboulezz)

However, just before a food fight began, the manager kicked both the pizza guy 
(whose name is Ray) along with Leigh out.

(Yousef A. Mustafa)
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But of course the fight wasn’t going to end here. They took their unfinished 
business outside. “What is the matter with you?!” Leigh asked. “Why are you doing 
this?” Ray glared at her. His eyes full of flare and anger. “Please Ray” She pleaded. 
“I don’t want to fight anymore, we weren’t like this”. Ray just stood there, looking 
at her silently...

(Amani Alshostan)

After a long time he remember her eyes, and her face and he felt happy... 
(A.Dashti/Ayob.B)

Leigh was so stressed seeing that there’s a man she knew only for hours staring at 
her. She fell, unconscious.

(Mohammed A. Mustafa)

And felt so stressed she passed out in the street so the ambulance picked her up 
before she stops traffic.

(Abdullah Al Othman)

But then she fell down she pressed a button which opened another world called a 
green island.

(Amal AlBloshi)

In that green island there was a beautiful shimmering waterfall that looked like a 
tropical paradise and in that green Island there were flying furry creatures called 
Moogles

(Abdullah Al-Othman)

Leigh and Ray thought it would be a great escape; to get away from their problems 
and go on an adventure, but then Ray shut the portal.

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

She woke up in the hospital and realized that was a dream...
(N. Marafi)

AND the pizza guy came again...
(Mohammed . AlKhamees)
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Part IV

The Pizza Guy didn't had a pizza in his hand. He didn't come to deliver the pizza, 
but to propose the lady. He loved her, And eventually she fell in love with him too, 
but she had some conditions. She asked the pizza guy to get 100 pizzas for her 
entire family in order to listen to three precious words. Leigh was actually a greedy 
woman and she was dying for Pizzas 

=)

(Madiha Najam Iqbal)

Suddenly, the pizza guy got a phone call from his manager telling him that he is 
FIRED  !  

(Butool)

But actually, he didn't take it seriously because he is not a pizza guy. And he also 
has some conditions for his lady.

(Heba :) )

After getting fired from his job, The pizza guy committed SUICIDE ..... YUPPIE 

=)

(Madiha)

And he woke up to find himself in a wonder land with Alice.
(Hebba :) )

He didn't die because what he thought were syaniad pills were in fact M&Ms.
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

Anyway after his incident in Wonder Land the girl decided to get over him so she 
decided to date the mail-man.

(Abdullah Al Othman)

The funny part was that the Mail-Man had a letter for her and frankly, the letter 
was supposed to be for the ex-boyfriend (the pizza guy). “Should I open it? I 
mean, he is dead so … it does kind of gives me the right to do so.” “Well, it's up to 
you”, said the mail man and of course she slowly stated to open the envelope. She 
reaches in side and find a key. “A key?” What is the key for she wondered? and 
quickly she put it in her pocket. She pulls out the letter and began to read...

(Amani Alshoshan)
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“If only I knew more English I would be able to understand what is written”
(Unknown author (R.C))

Well that was not actually written in the letter, The letter included the following:-
“Sorry dear I could not make enough pizzas for your family, and therefore I 
died. Please if you could, forget about me and my pizzas.”

(Madiha Najam Iqbal)

She cried a lot then suddenly!!!
FREG 9wele7 guy came :)

(Amal.)

Then Freg 9wele7 guy Told her That” he was a friend of her Pizza guy who died and 
he gaves her a key for a box That it was in The grave of her friend.

(Jarrah .S)

A cute bunny was staring at the freg 9wele7 guy wondering where did he come 
from....

(Wafa Alloufan)

Then the Bunny ate a devil fruit, that turned him into a human rabbit, the devil 
fruit was in Kuwait, so the first thing he wanted to do is that to go Marina Mall and 
chase girls.

(Omar. Al.Bader)

But when he got there, he couldn't hook up with one cause they were all chick 
zombies.

(BM)

That's only because the bunny guy isn't a REAL human.
(Mohammed A. Mustafa)

Mean while, Leigh which was still in wonderland couldn't stop thinking about the 
key in her pocket. “Could it be?” she said. Could this key really be for ... Then she 
paused. She lost her train of thoughts …

(Amani. Al)
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“It can't ...” she pondered with horror, but it was right in front of her. She 
couldn't ignore the fact anymore – the key was for …

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

AND suddenly a circle of light came from the sky “it was the pizza guy in an 
Angelic extra cheese pizza form”.

(Mohammed. AlKhamees)

Part V

As for the cute bunny...
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

He is still cute as a human!! 

>:(

(Wafa Alloufan)

And then a wild Voldemort appeared, Voldemort uses “Avada Kedavra”. It's Super 
effective!
Cute Bunny fainted... The End

(Sara Al Bader)

The m7ashesh is very sad about the death of the Bunny.
(Fahad Al-Shemmeri)

The M7ashesh hired Chuck Norris to violate and brutally kill Voldemort
(Joe)

But it was already too late. the Deatheaters had recalled Voldemort into his 
Pokéball...

(Sara Al Bader)

Suddenly a wild Darth Vader appears and Deatheaters uses his Voldemort to catch 
him.

(Abdulrahman Malek)

Voldemort:- Luke I am your Real father... 
(Rambunctious Joe)
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Luke: “Say what?...” 
R2D2: Beep Boop Beep
CP30: “Egad!”
Harry Potter: “Why am I even here?”

(Sara Al Bader)

Harry Potter: “I thought we were going to tell him when he was older...”
Luke: “tell me what?”
Harry Potter: “Luke... I am your Mother...”

(Sara Al Bader)

Out nowhere Chuck Norris appears and tells Luke...
Chuck: “Luke... I’m your Norris”

(Abdulrahman Malek)

And a pink Pikachu said: “Pika pika?” =^·^=
Also the Lich King got really hungry and thought of eating.... Chuck Norris!

(Wafa)

He tasted like chicken.
(Rambunctious Joe)

Luke went to Tibet to find himself and be one with the world...
(Rambunctious Joe)

Luke found peace. The End. Meanwhile, in another part of the world, a normal, 
peaceful, non-dysfunctional family functioned normally

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

Part VI

They heard knocks on the door... It’s the pizza guy
(Mohammed Alkhamees)

It was a Friday morning and Moka woke up to the door bell. Singing Friday Friday 
Gotta get down on Friday. The Pizza guy heard her and spit in Pizza. In that 
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morning Moka thought of something.. She wanted to be a butterfly so she went in 
COCOON but failed to tearn into a butterfly because cocoons don’t accept Friday 
Singers.

(Bedour AlRuwaished)

When Moka found out he spit in the pizza she went upstairs to get her gun & shoot 
him “Influenced by COD” But she finds Bedour sitting on the bed singing “Baby by 
Justin Bieber” So she Ends up shooting her in the head “BOOM!”

(Sarah AlTamimi “Moka”)

Moka misses & ending up hitting the pizza guy instead and that’s how he lost his 
Job.

(Bastaki)

So Moka went to Prison.
(Abdo Al-Khlifi)

After Doing her time in prison “5 years” she went out of it And killes 2 Guys One 
name Abdulla Al-Ali – and the other called Bo Shaker, and Ibrahim AL-Mutawa 
saved the day by capturing her and cutting her Both hands to not kill Anymore.

(Al-Zelim: Ibrahim Al-Mutawa)

So Moka ends up going to a Genius Professor “Dalal al abdullah”, calledd Dr.Evol & 
so Dr.Evol invents a device for her to kill people by laser beams. So she is called 
Cyclops. She remembers a boy that used to make fun of her in skool called Ibrahim 
al Mutawa & so she decides to get revenge on him.

(Sarah al tamimi “Moka”)

One night in her bed, she felt guilty about killing the guy who was about to get 
Married. This guy’s name was “Abdullah Al-Ali”. He was about to marry his best 
friend but he discovered that she was Alcoholic.

(Abdullah Ali)

Finally!!! REVENGE... Bedour who is NOT Dead.. Decided to KILL MOKA But since 
she was her twin and she loved her.. Bedour & MOKA Decided to Rule the World 
which led to killing Mojo. jojo.. Thank you Dr.Evol “dalal al abdullah”

(Bedour Al-Ruwaished)
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Hi MoM
(Mohammed Al khamees) (M7asheesh)

wana b3ad
me too!

wana kaman!
!!!

Dr.Evil decided to be good instead of evil. So he...
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

Part VII

Dr.Evol decided to use his intelligence to the forces of good & so He resignes & 
wants to start a Family with a hot latin pop star which is 23 yrs old “half his age” & 
they have 26 kids “20 girls & 3 guys & 3 undefined” & they come in all colors & 
sizes. So Dr.Evol contenues his life as a Sick Crazy Father

(Sarah al tamimi “Moka”)

However because the lady had that many kids, he decided not to marry her. He also 
have decided to do something else that he had never ever done. And that was.... 

(Mohammed A. Mustafa)

Dr.Evol decided to Experiment on his fosester children to purposlly reduce the 
Numbers So then he could Marry the hot latin pop-star who will have no kids if the 
is executed correctly.

(Joe)

He went on to make all the 26 children crazy just like his pop star.
(Ms.Priya)

Because they become crazy, six of them killed themselves.
(Kawthar)

Their mother was so devastated that she went on a hunt looking for a jazz star to 
make some more babies.

(Sunita)
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It was very horrible idea :{

(LoLwa)

Dr.Evol didn’t accept the idea to make more children and he started to change his 
mind of Van (Pop star)

(Wafaa)

So Dr.Evol decided to make a plastic surgery that (Van) the pop star wouldn’t 
recognize him.

(Aisha-B)

He go 2 hispitel 2 make the operation surgery.
(M. Al.3li)

He entered the hospital nervously. When he went to the receptionist to ask for 
guidance for taking an appointment, he heard a shocking news on the TV saying: 
“Attention! The Question of life, the universe and world has been found. It’s 42. 
The question is...” Then the receptionist called for attention “Excuse me, ser”.

 (Mohammed A. Mustafa)

He forgot for what he came.


Why the hell am I here, I have better Plans. I will rule the world
(Bastaki)

So He go to Al8athafi and said I wanna be in every house, village village ZanGa 
ZanGa So He became al8athafi 2

(Amal AlBloshi)

Part VIII

Dr.Evol and Al Kadafi realized that they looked identical!! Twins perhaps?
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

...No, not twins! However, they decided to unite
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(collabrative idea Bastaki & Mohammed A. Mustafa)

now they decided to conquer the world and they choose to warm up by playing risk, 
and they pretending their tactics...

(Boshehri)

They start by challenge each other to know they think, The Qathafi start and 
preof that he most stupi person in human histry he want have the 3/4 of map 
before they start. In the mommeunt the U.S.A Arrmy catch him with other guy 
and U.S.A arrmy said: We catch know you and will die die suffer suffer......

(Steel Head)

Dr.Evol and Qadafi decided at the end to be good after all. They ruled the world in 
harmony, giving a chance for all pizza guys, bus drivers, and vampires to be happy. 

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

[Kuwait, 2011]
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